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Automatic Rational Parameterization of Curves and Surfaces I:
Conics and Conicoids
ShreeramS. Abhyankar t and Chanderjit Bajaj
Department of Computer Science,
Purdue University,
West Lafayene, IN 47907.
Abstract
We describe algorithms to obtain rational parametric equations, (a polynomial equation
divided by another), for degree two curves (conics) and degree two surfaces (conicoids), given
the implicit equations. We further consider the rational parameterizations over t':~ fields of
rationals, reals and complex numbers. In doing so, solutions are given to important subproblems
of finding rational, real or complex points on the given conic curve or conicoid surt'ace. Polyno-
mial parameterizations are obtained whenever they exist for the conics and conicoids. These
algorithms have been implemented on a VAX-780 using VAXIMA.
t Department of Mathematics. Purdue Universiry, West Lafayene.:IN
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1. Introduction
General curves and surfaces can be represented by parametric or implicit equations. For
various reasons related to efficient computability, ( greater freedom in controlling shape amI
direct ease in performing transformations ), the dominant means of representing curves and sur-
faces in geometric modeling is the parametric equation [4]. A general (degree two) conic implicit
equation is given by Jex ,y) = ax2 + by2 + cry + dx + ey + f = O. and rational parametric equa-
tions given by x = P (I )/q (t) and y = k (l)li (t), where p, q I k and I are univariate polynomials.
Further a general (degree two) conicoid implicit equation is given by lex.y IZ) = ax2 + by2 + ez2
+ dxy + exz + fyz + gx + hy + iz + j = 0, with corresponding rational parametric equations
x =p(s,c)lq(s,t). y =k(s,t)f[(s,t), and z =m(s,t)ln(s~t). Advantages of parunetric equa-
tions also accrue from the fact that these forms are the adequate d::scription for drawing curves on
a plotter or graphics display screen and that the two parametric variables of surfaces also supply
the coordinate grid on which embedded cur·;~smay be defined. They ah:o prove useful in obtain-
ing efficient algorithms for generating, with rational parametrir: representations, the surface boun~
dary of configuration space obstacles arising from the collision fre:: motion of quadric objects
amongst physical obstacles. defined by patches of quadric sUlfaces, [3].
Born conics and conicoids always have a rational parameterization In § 2 and § 3 of this
paper we describe algorithms to obtain rational parametric equations for me conics and conicoids,
given the implicit equations. Polynomial parameterizations are also obtained whenever they exist
for the conics and conicoids. These parameterizations are over the field of Reals, or the field of
Complex numbers when real solutions do not exist. Further in § 4 we consider the rational
parameterizations over the fields of rationals, reals and complex numbers. Cubics (degree 3)
plane curves and cubicoids (degree 3) surfaces do not always have a rational parameterization.
However they always have a parameterization of the type which allows a single square root of
rational functions. In a subsequent paper [2], we show how to obtain the rational and special
parametric equations for cubics and cubicoids.
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1. Introduction
General les and surfaces can be represented by parametric or implicit equations. For
various reasons related to efficient computability, ( greater freedom in controlling shape and
direct ease in performing transfonnations ). the dominant means of representing Clln'es and sur-
faces in geometric modeling is the parameDic equation [4]. A general (degree two) conic implicit
equation is given by l(x,y) = ax2 + by2 + cxy + dx + ey + f = 0, and rational parametric equa-
tions given by x = p (t)fq(t) and y = k(I)// (I), when: p, q, k and / an: univariate polynomials.
Further a general (degree two) conicoid implicit equation is given by I (x;y,.z) = ax2 + by2 + cz2
+ d:J:y + etz + fyz + gx + Jry + iz + j = 0, with corresponding rational parametric equations
x =p(S,I)Jq(S.I), y =k(s,t)J/(S,I), and z =m(sJ)/n(sJ). Advantages of parametric equa-
tiom also accrue from the fact that these forms are the adequate d~scription for drawing curves on
a plotter or graphics display screen and that the two parametric variables of surfaces also supply
the coordinate grid on which embedded CUJ'\';:S may be defined. They also prove useful in oblain-
ing efficient algorithms for generating, with rational parametric representations. the surface boun-
dary of configuration space obstacles arising from the collision fre~ motion of quadric objects
amongst physical obstacles, defined by patches of quadric surfaces, [3].
Both conics and conicoids always have a rational parameterization. In § 2 and § 3 of this
paper we describe algorithms to obtain rational parametric equations for the conics and conicoids,
given the implicit equaIiODS. Polynomial parameterizations are also obtained whenever they exist
for the conics and conicoids. These parameterizations are over the field of Reals. or the field of
Complex numbers when real solutions do not exist Funher in § 4 we consider the rational
parameterizations over the fields of rationals, reals and complex numbers. Cubics (degree 3)
plane curves and cubicoids (degree 3) surfaces do not always have a rational parameterization.
However they always have a parameterization of the type which allows a single square root of
rational functions. In a subsequent paper [21. we show how to obtain the rational and special
parametric equations for cubics and cubicoids.
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2. Conics
The general conic implicit equation is given by I (x ,y) = ax! + by 2 + eX)' + dx + ey +f =
O. The non-trivial case is when both a and b are non-zero. Olherwise one already has one vari-
able in linear form and expressible as a rational polynomial expression of the other, and hence a
rational parameterization. To obtain the rational parameterization all we need to do is to make
l(x,y) non-regular in x or y. That is, eliminate the x 2 or the y2 tenn through a coordinate
transformation. For then one of the variable is again in linear fann and is expressible as a
rational polynomial expression of the other. We choose to eliminate the y2 term, by an appropri-
ate coordinate rransformation applied to I (x ,y). This is always possible and the algorithm is now
described below. (The entire algorithm which also handles all trivial and degenerate cases of the
conic is implemented on a VAX-780 using VAXIMA, a listing of which is provided in the appen-
dix.)
(1) If I (x ,y) has a real root at infinity, a linear ziansformazion of the type x = a IX + b 1Y + C1
and y = a2X + b2Y + c2 will suffice. If I(x,y) has no real root at infirJty, we must use a
!racn:onal linear trans/orman"on of the type x = (a IX + b tY + c 1)!(a3x + b]J + C3) and y
= a2x + b2Y + c'1J!(a'jX + b'j)! + C3). This is equiValent to a homogeneous linear transfor-
mation of the type X = alX + blY + clZ, Y = a2X + b2Y + C2Z and Z =
aiX + b 3Y + c~ applied to the homogeneous conic 1ex ,YZ) = aX2 + by2 + cXY + dXZ
+ el'Z + fZ2=O.
(2) Points at infinity for I(x ,y) correspond to linear factors of the degree form (highest degree
terms) of I. For the conic this corresponds to a real root at infinily if c2 ;;::. 400. For other-
wise both roots at infinity are complex, (complex roots arise in conjugate pairs). Further
c 2 = 400 corresponds to a polynomial parameterization for the conic, as then the degree
form is a perfect square.
(3) Applying a linear cransfoJUlation for c 2 ;;::. 4ab, gives rise to I (x ,y) = I ( a IX + b v' + C I,
a2X + b2Y + c:z). To eliminate the y2 term we need to choose bland b 2 such that
OOr + cb j b 2 + bbi = O. Here both the values of b I and b 2 can always be chosen to be
real.
is non-singular. Hence Ci'S can be chosen to be 0 and a 1 = 1, az
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(4) Applying a homogeneous linear transfonnation for c2 < 400. gives rise to / (X.Y .2) =
J(a,X + blY + '12, aiX + bzY + C22, aye + b3Y + C3Z). To eliminate the y2 tenn we
need to choose b I • b 2 and 03 such that abr + bbf + cblbz + db 1b 3 + eb1b) + fb'.f = o.
TI1is is equivalent to finding a point (b]o b z•b3) on the homogeneous conic. The values of
bland b 2 are both real if (cd -2ae) is not less than the geometric mean of 4af - d2 and
4ab - c2.
(5) Finally choose the remaining coefficients Qj 's, Ci 's, ensuring that the appropriate transfor-
mation is well defined. In the case of a linear transformation, this corresponds to ensuring
al hI
that the matrix az h2
= O. In the case of a homogeneous linear transformation, one needs to ensure that the
at b l 'I
mabix Qz h2 C2 is non-singular. Here a 1 = 1, '2 = 1 and the rest set to 0 suffices.
a3 03 C3
3. Conicoids
The case of the conicoid is a gcncraI.;zation of the method of the conic. The general COr!-
icoid implicit equation is given by I (x.;y,z) = ax2 + by2 + cz 2 + dxy + exz + fyz + gx + hy + iz
+ j = O. Again the main case of concern is when a. b and c are all non-zero. Otherwise one
al...e~dy has one variable in linear form and expressible as a rational polynomial expression of the
other two, and hence a rational parameterization. To obtain th~ rational parameterization all we
need to do again is to make I (x.)' ,z) non-regular in say. y. That is, eliminate the)"2 term through
a coordinate -transformation. For then y is in linear form and is expressible as a rational polyno-
mial expression of the other two. We eliminate the y2 term by an appropriate coordinate transfor-
mation applied to I (x,)' ,z). This is always possible and the algoriilim is now described below.
(The entire algorithm which also handles all trivial and degenerate cases of the corticoid is imple-
mented on a VAX-780 using VAXIMA, a listing of which is provided in the appendix.)
(1) If J(x,)'.z) has a real mot at infinity, a linear rransformarion of the type x =
alx + b l)' + ClZ + d l, Y = a2x + b 2y + C2Z + d2 and z = a)X + b3J' + c3z + d3 will
suffice. If l(x,)',z) has no real root al infinity, we must use a fractional linear
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(4) Applying a homogeneous linear transformation for c2 <: 400 I gives rise to I (}(.. ,Y02) =
[(aIX + blY + clZ. aiJ(. + b2Y + c~. aiX + b3Y + c~). To eliminaI:e the y2 tenn we
need to choose bl. b z and b] such that abr + bbl + cb Ib2 + db1b] + eb zb3 + fbI = o.
This is equivalent to finding a point (bI> hz•by on the homogeneow conic. The values of
b l and b2 are both real if (cd-2ae) is not less than the geometric mean of 4af - d2 and
400 - c2•
(5) Fmally choose the remaining coefficients Qi 's. Cj 's. ensuring that the appropriate transfor-
mation is well defined. In the case of a linear transformation, this corresponds to ensuring
GI hi
that the matrix Qz b
2
is non-singular. Hence c/s can be chosen 10 be 0 and QI = 1, Gz
= O. In the case of a homogeneous linear transformation. one needs to ensure that the
Gl hi Cl
matrix Gz b2 c2 is non-singular. Here at = 1, C2 = I and the rest'set to 0 suffices.
Q3 b3 C3
3. Conicoids
The case of the conicoid is a genera.L:.zation of the method of the conic. The general COI!-
icoid implicit equation is given by l(x;y,z) = ax2 + by2 + cz2 + dry + e:cz + fyz + gx + Icy + iz
+ j = O. Again the main case of concern is when a, b and c are all non-zero. Otherwise one
already has one variable in linear form. and expressible as a rational pol}1lomial expression of the
other two, and hence a rational parameterization. To obtain the rational parameterization all we
need to do again is to make I (x ~.z) non-regular in say, y . That is, eliminate the y2 term through
a cooidinate·transformation. For then y is in linear form and is expressible as a rational pol}1lo-
mial expression of the other two. We eliminate the y2 term by an appropriate coordinate transfor-
mation applied to I(x ~ ,z). This is always possible and the algorithm. is now described below.
(The entire algorithm. which also handles all trivial and degenerate cases of the conicoid is imple-
mented on a VAX-780 using VAXIMA. a listing of which is provided in the appendix.)
(1) If /(x,y,z) has a real root at infinity, a linear transformation of the type x =
aI-x + bJY + Clz + d 1• Y = a2X + b2Y + czz + dz and z = a3:t" + b3J' + C3z + d3 will
suffice. If I(x,y,z) has no real roOt at infinity, we must use a fractional linear
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transformation of the type x = (alx + b))' + elz + d l)/(a4X + biY + '<lz + d4). Y =
a2x + b,y + czz + di'J/(a4X + b4Y + C4Z + d 4). and z =
(a3X + b3Y + C3Z + d3)!(a4X + b4Y + C4z + d4). This is equivalent to a homogeneous
linear transformation of the type X = a IX + b 1Y + c12 + d IW , Y =
a2X + b2Y + CzZ + dzW, Z = a.;x + bJY + C3Z + d3W and W
a¥" + b 4Y + c42 + d 4W applied to the homogeneous conicoid I (X ,Y.z ,W) = aX2 + by2
+cZ2 +dXY +eXZ + jYZ +gXW +hYW +iZW + jW2 =O.
(2) Points at infinity for I ex ,y) correspond to linear factors of the degree form (highest degree
terms) of I. For the conicoid this corresponds to the roots of the homogeneous conic equa-
tion eex ,y ,z) = ax2 + by2 + dxy + exz + fyz + cz 2 = D. Also. here lhe simultaneous truth
of d2 = 400 I e 2 = 4ac and f2 = 4bc corresponds to the existence of a polynomial parame-
terization for the corticoid. as then the degree form is a perfect square.
(3) Apply a linear oansfonnation if a real root (r;<-.ry,'z) exists for the homogeneous conic
C(x,y,z) of (2). TItis gives rise to !(x,y,z) = !( alx +blY +cIZ +dlo
azx + biY + czz + d z• ajX + bff + C3Z + d 3). To eliminate the yZ term we can take (b l •
bz, b3) = (r;<"", "z), the real point on C (x ,y ,z).
(4) Apply a homogeneous linear transformation if only complex roots exist for the homogene-
ous conic C(x,y,z) of (2). TItis gives rise to I(X ,Y ;Z,W) = I( alX + b IY + clZ + dlW,
azX + bzY + czZ + dzW, aiJ(. + b3Y + c)2" + d3W, aiJ( + b<lY + c<lZ + d<lW). To
eliminate the y Z term we choose b4 = I and (bl> b2J to be a point on eilherthe conic ax Z +
byz + dxy + gn + hyz + jz2 = 0 wim b3 =0 or a paim on the conic ax2 + by 2 + dry +
(e+g)xz + if+h)yz + (c+i+j)zz = 0 with b3= 1. Real values exist for b 1 and bz if mere
exists a real point on eimer of Lhe aoove conics.
(5) Finally choose the remaining coefficients aj 'of, Cj'S , and d, •of, ensuring that me appropriate
tramformation is well defined. In the case of a linear transformation, this corresponds to
al b I '1
ensuring that the matrix az b z 'z is non-singular. Here the dj's can be chosen [0 be O.
a3 b 3 C3
Further az =I, C3 =1 if b I is non-zero or else at =I, '3 =] if bz is non-zero or else a 1 =1,
Cz = 1, with the rest set to O. In the case of a homogeneous linear transformation one needs
to ensure that the matrix
the rest set to 0 suffices.
4. Rational Fields
a1b1c1dl
a2 b 2 C2 d z
a3 b) C3 d)
a4 b 4 c 4 d 4
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is non-singular. Here a I = 1, '3 = 1, dz= I with
As seen from the previous secliom one obtains parameterizations over the reals or the com·
plex numbers if the corresponding coefficients of the appropriate transfonnations are over the
fields of reals or complex numbers respectively. The coefficients themselves correspond to
finding real or complex points on various conic equations. Thus essentially the question of
whether the parameterization for conics and conicoids is possible over the field of rationals,
reduces to the question of whether there exists a rational root ·of a certain conic equation with
integral coefficients, (or JIl i~tegral root of the homogenized conic equation). The answer to the
latter question is given by an existence criterion in [5]. When such an integral root exists one can
obtain it by solving an appropriate diophantine equation of the l:ype x 2 - D*y2 = N, for imeger D
and N, (a diophantine equation which has c~me to be known as Pell's equation, though could
also be called Bhaskara's equation [I]).
To compute an integral point on a homogeneous conic, C (X ,r.2) = aJ(2 + by2 + cXY +
dXZ + en + fZ2 = 0, one could find the point at infInity (2 = 0), or at finite distances (2 = I).
Such a point exists at infinity if c2 - 4ab is a perfect square. Fmding integral points at finite dis-
tances is equiValent to finding rational points of the dehomogeneized conic C(X,Y,I). This
corresponds to finding a rational solution (b I,bi) of the equation.
abr + (cb 2+d)b 1 + (bbi+eb 2+j) = O. Such a solution exists when the discriminant of the equa-
tion is a perfect square, (equal to y2 for integer y). This reduces [0 finding a rational solution of
the equation, (c 2-4ab)bi + 2(cd-2ae)b2 + (d2-4aj _y2) = 0, where such a solution again
exisrs when its discriminant is a perfect square, (equal to x 2 for integer x). Hence we need to
solve the equation x 2 - D*y2 = N, for diophantine solutions x and y, with D = c2 - 4ab and N =
(cd - 2ae)2 - (c 2 - 4ab)(d2 - 4af). If D is negative or a perfect square there are only a finite
number of solutions to lhis equation. If D is positive, solutions can be obtained by simple
-7-
continued fractions.
To compute an integral point on a homogeneous conicoid.I(X ,Y;Z ,W) = aX2+ by2 + cZ2
+ dXY + eXZ + fYZ + gXW + hYW + lZW + jW2 = 0, one could again find the point at infinity
(2 = 0), or at finite distances (2 = 1). Finding an integral point at infinity reduces to the above
case of finding an integral root of a homogeneous conic aX2 + by2 + dXY + eXZ + fYZ + cZ2 =
O. Finding integral points at finite distances also reduces to lhe earlier case of solving for a
rational point of a conic a,r2 + by2 + dxy + gx + hy + j2 = O. or a rational point of the conic ax2
+by'+dxy + (e+g)x + (f+h)y + (c+i+j)' = O.
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Appendix: A Listing ofVaxima Code
6. Curve Real Complex Point (CRCPNT)
crcpnt(a,b,c,d,e,f) :=
block([bI.bZ.b3J.
if c"2 >= 4 >I< a >/< b then /* Real point at infinio' */
block(
b3: O.
ds : sqrt(c"2 - 4 >I< a * b),
sl : (-c + ds) 1(Z*.).
sZ : (-c - ds) 1(Z*.).
ife < othen bI: 51
else bi : s2,
bZ: I
)
else /* point atfinitE distance */
block(
b3: I.
if (c*d -2*a*ey"2 < (4*a*f-d"2)(4*a*b-c"2)
then print("sorry complex"),
bl : -(c*bZ +d)/2*.




7. Curve Implicit To Parametric (CITOP)
cimp (poly. xp. yp, flag) :=
block ([a, b. c. d. e. f, x. y, bl. bZ. b3J.
1*
** Calculate andprint coejficienrs ojpoly.
*1
a: rateoef(poly. x'2, I),
b : ratcoef(poly. y'2, 1),
c: rateoef(poly. x ....y, I),
d: ratcoef(ratcoef{poly, X, I), y, 0),
e: ratcoef(ratcoef(poly. y. I), x, 0),
f: ratcoef(ra,coef(poly.Y. 0), x. 0),
print("a =". a), prir.t("b =", b), print("c =", c),
print("d ='~ d), print("e =", e), printe"f =", f),
1*
** Determine which case we need to handle
*1
if a < 0 then block(a:-a,b:-b,c:-c,d:-d,e:-e,f:-f),
if a # 0 and b # 0 then /* make non-regular in x or y */
if (c'2 - 4*a*b) = 0 and d = 0 and e = 0 then
block(
iff> 0 thenprint("sorry complex"),
ife < 0 then sgn: 1 else sgn: -I,







bl : part(x,l), bZ: pan(x,Z), b3: part(x,3),
if b3 = 0 then /* linear transformation ../
block(
y : - (a"'t"2 + d*t + f)/
«2*a*bl + c*b2)*t + (d*bl +e*b2»,
x: «a"'bl +c*b2)*C2 +e*b2"'t -f*bl)/
«2*a*bl + c*b2)*t + (d"'bl -te*b2»
)
else 1* homogeneous linear transformation */
block(
if flag # 0 then block( bl : xp, bZ : yp ),
x: -«a*bl + c"'b2 + d*b3)*L"'2 + (2"'b*b2 + e*b3)*t ~b.bl)1
(b3*(a*t"'2+c*t+b» I














y : - (a*t"'2 + d*t + f) / (c*t + e),
x: t
)




















Ife # 0 then block( y: -fie, x: t)
else block( print("consrant value"), x:t, y:t),




8. Surf3ce Real Complex Point (SRCPNT)
srcpnt(a,b,c.d,e,f,g,h,ij) :=
block([b l,bZ,b3,b4,x],
if (d"2 >= 4 '" a '" b) or CCd*e -2*a*f)'"'2 >= (4*a*c . e'2)(4)i<a*b - d"2» then
block( 1* Real point at infiniry */
b4: 0,
x : crcpnt(a,h,d,e,f,c).
bl : pan(x,I), bZ: part(x,Z), b3 : part(x,3)
)
else
block( 1* point atfinite distance */
b4: I,
if «d"g -Z"a"h)"2 >= (4"a"j-g"2)(4"a"b -d"2)) then
block(
x : crcpnt(a,b,d,g.hj),












9. Surface Implicit To Parametric (STrOP)
sitop (poly, xp, yp, zp, flag) ;=
block (la, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, x, y, z, bI, bZ, b3, b4J,
/"
** Calculace and prim coefficients o/poly.
*/
a: rateoef(poly, x"2, I),
b ; ratcoef(poIy, y"2, I),
c: ratcoef(poly, ZL., I),
d: ratcoef(poly, x*y, I),
e: ratcoef(poly. x*z. I),
f: ratcoef(poly, y*z, I),
g : ratcoef(poly, x,I) - d"'y - e*z,
h: ratcoef(poly, y. 1)· d*x - f'i'z,
i: ratcoef(poly, z, 1) - e"'x - .t'*y,
j: ratcoef(ratcoef(ratcoef(poly, x, 0), y, 0), Z, 0),
print("a=". a), print("b =", b), print("c =", c), print("d =", d), print("e =" I e),
print("f =", D, print("g =", g), print("h =", h), print("i =", i), prim("j =", j),
/*
** De1ermine which case we need 10 handle
*/
aI : 0, a2 ; 0, a3 : 0,
cI : 0, cZ ; 0, c3 ; 0,
dl : 0, d2 : 0, d3 : 0,
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if a < 0 then block( a:-a,b:-b,c:-c,d:-d,c:-e,f:-f,g:-g,h:-h,i;-ij:-j),
if a # 0 and b # 0 and c # 0 then I'" make non-regular in x or y or z */
block(
endl : 0,
if d > 0 then if e > 0 and f> 0 then block( sgnl:-1, sgn2:-1)
elseife<Oandf<O
then block( sgnl:-l, sgn2:1) else endl:!
else if e > 0 and f < 0 then block( sgnl: I, sgn2:-1)
else if e < 0 and f> 0
then block( sgnl:l, sgn2:1) else end!:1,
cnd2 : (d'"'2 = 4*a*b) and (e"2 = 4*a*c) and (f'2 = 4*b*c),
ifcndl = oand cnd2 and g= oand h =0 and i = othen
block(
ifj > 0 !.hen print("sony complex"),







bl : pan(x,I), b2; part(x,2), b3; pan(x,3), b4: part(xA),
ifM = 0 then/'" linear transformation >/<{
block(
if bl # u"then block( a2 : I, c3 ; I)
else ifb2 # 0 then block( al : I, c3 : I)
else block( al : I, c2: I),
yy : -«a*al"2 +b*a2"2 +c*a3"2 +d*al*a2
+e*al *a3 +:f*a2*a3)*t"Z
+(a*cl"2 +b*c2"'2 +c*c3"2 +d*cl*c2
+e*cl *c3 +f*c2*c3)*s"2
+(d*al *e2 +d*cl *a2 +e*al*c3 +e*cl*a3
+f*a2*c3 +f*cZ*a3)*s*l
+(g*al +h*aZ +i*a3)*E +(g*cl +h*c2 +i*c3)*s
+j)/
«2*a*al *bl +2>i<b*a2*bZ +Z*c*a3*b3 +d>i<al *bZ
+d*bl*a2 +e>;oal *b3 +e*bl*a3 +f*a2>;ob3 +f*bZ*a3)"'t
+(Z*a*bl*cl +2*b*b2*c2 +2*c"'b3*c3 +d*cl *bZ
+d*bl*c2 +e*cl *b3 +e*bl *c3 +f'*cZ>;ob3 +f*b2>;oc3)*s
+ g*bl +h*b2 +i*b3),
x : rarsimp(al *E + bl *yy + cl >;Os),
y : ratsimp(a2*t + b2*yy + c2*s),
z: ratsimp(a3*t + b3*yy + c3*s)
)
else /* homogeneous linear transformation */
block(al: I, c3 : I, d2; I,
if flag # 0 then block( bl : xp, b2 ; yp, b3 : zp),
yy : -(a*(al*t +c1 >;Os +dl)"'2
+b*(a2>;ot +c2*s +d2)"'2
+c*(a3*t +c3*s +<13)"Z
+d*(al *t +cl*s +dl)*(a2*t +c2>;os +d2)
+e>;o(al *t +cl *s +<11)*(a3*t +cJ*s +d3)
+f*(a2*t +c2*s +dZ)*(a3*t +c3*s +d3)
- 12 -
)1
«2*a*bl +d*b2 +e*b3)*(a1 "'t +cl "'s +dl)
+(2*b*b2 +d*bl +f*b3)*(a2*l +C2*5 +d2)
+(2*c*b3 +e"'bl +f"'b2)*(a3*t +C3*5 +d3»,
x : ,atsimp«t + bl"yy)/yy),
Y: ,atsimp«1 + b2"yy)/yy),





if a = 0 then/* already non-regular in x */
ifd = 0 and e = 0 and g = 0 then
block(
print("conic"),












if b = 0 then J* already regular in y */
ifd = 0 and f= 0 and h= athen
block(
print("conic"),











else 1* already regular in z */
ife = aand [=0 and i =G-lhen
block(
print("conic"),













prim("eval=" I rarsimp(a*x"'2 +b*y"'2 +c*z"'2 +d*x*y +c*x*z +f*y*z +g>i<x +h*y +i*z +j»,
[x,y,z]
